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WELCOME TO THE PUBLIC EXHIBITION FOR THE DEVELOPMENT
OF LAND AT HILL RISE AND BANBURY ROAD
This exhibition presents the findings of Community First Oxfordshire’s early consultations and the
design team’s initial layouts for the two sites.
THE CONTEXT

PLANNING POLICY

Background

Land north of Hill Rise

Land north of Banbury Road

of Banbury Road is owned by the

requires the development to:

requires the development to:

Blenheim Estate and allocated for

• Include a mix of house types including affordable homes

•

Include a mix of house types including affordable homes

• Protect and promote the setting of Blenheim Palace World Heritage

•

Provide satisfactory vehicular access

•

Include supporting transport infrastructure

•

Provide and/or contribute to supporting infrastructure

Land north of Hill Rise and north

residential development is in the
adopted West Oxfordshire Local Plan

Policy EW4 allocates the site for approximately 120 new homes and

Site

2031.

• Provide a landscape dominated design

Blenheim Estate is in the early stages

• Provide satisfactory vehicular access

of preparing planning applications
for residential development on the
sites. As part of this process the
design team has undertaken a number
of technical assessments to inform
their initial proposals. Preliminary
discussions have also been held with
West Oxfordshire District Council and
Oxfordshire County Council.

Policy EW5 allocates the site for approximately 180 new homes and

•	Protect and promote the setting of Blenheim Palace World Heritage

• Include supporting transport infrastructure
• Provide and/or contribute to supporting infrastructure
• Replace/enhance the existing children’s play area
• Assess any impact on Blenheim Park SSSI
• Include biodiversity enhancements
• Mitigate any flood risk and include sustainable drainage methods
• Connect to the mains sewerage network
• Include the use of renewable energy
• Set aside plots for custom/self-build

Site
•

Provide a landscape dominated design

•

Include biodiversity enhancements

•

Assess any impact on Blenheim Park SSSI

•	Mitigate any flood risk and include sustainable drainage methods
•

Connect to the mains sewerage network

•

Include the use of renewable energy

•

Set aside plots for custom/self-build
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Aerial imagery © Getmapping plc

WE WELCOME YOUR QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS ON THE
EMERGING DESIGN PROPOSALS
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CONNECTIONS

AS PART OF WIDER CONSIDERATIONS THROUGHOUT WOODSTOCK
BLENHEIM ESTATE ARE EXPLORING OPPORTUNITIES TO IMPROVE
EXISTING CONNECTIONS
Alongside the development of the Hill Rise and
The map below indicates the existing public rights of way,
Banbury Road sites, Blenheim Estate is looking at other
some of which could be improved, and potential new links
opportunities in Woodstock that these developments may that Blenheim Estate may be able to help to provide.
help to facilitate. One of these options is to explore the
potential for improving or providing new pedestrian links
from the north of Woodstock to the town centre.

Public right of way
to Wootton

Hill R
ise

East west link from Hill Rise

A44

Potential options for pedestrian and/
or cycle access connecting the Hill
Rise site to Brook Hill and the town
centre

Banbury Road

Black
Prince PH

Blenheim Estate

Brook Hill

PUBLIC RIGHT OF WAY
POTENTIAL PERMISSIVE ACCESS
POSSIBLE CONNECTIONS BEING EXPLORED
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HILL RISE
CONCEPT

THE DESIGN RATIONALE AND CONCEPT PLAN HAVE BEEN INFORMED BY
THE SITE CHARACTERISTICS, COMMUNITY FEEDBACK AND CONSTRAINTS
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Edges

Topography
One of the key considerations at Hill
Rise is the interface between the site
and the existing homes.

Consider the
topography regarding
views both in and out
of the site

The design proposals should provide
a secure boundary and respect the
townscape.

Consider
the approach
to address
rear boundary
of existing
properties

Consider
best approach
to create
sensitive edge
adjacent to
the valley

The subtle site topography can be
utilised to support a sustainable
urban drainage solution with the
potential for swales.

Utilise the topography
for natural sustainable
drainage systems

Views

Movement
The built form and landscape
treatments need to consider
long distance views with
a responsive and quality
development edge required

There is an
opportunity
to frame the
view to the
Woodstock
Parish Church
anchoring the
scheme in its
locality

Maximise the
opportunity
for attractive
views to
the valley
corridor

Links to and views across the
attractive valley adjacent to the
eastern boundary of the site should
be maximised.

Primary access
from the A44

Views to Woodstock Parish Church
can be framed and retained as part of
the design proposals.

Both these points will include
provision for pedestrian and cycle
access.

The northern, countryside edge, of
the site needs to carefully consider
the built form and landscape
treatments. A new hedgerow
might be an appropriate landscape
response in keeping with the
surrounding field networks.

The existing access between houses
and on to Hill Rise will be retained
increasing permeability to and from
the development.

Retained
access to
Hill Rise
Pedestrian/cycle
access

Building a townscape

Landscape
Strengthening the landscape
edges of the site will be a key part
of the design and help bed the
development in its setting.

Opportunity to provide
green connections from Hill
Rise to the valley corridor

To complement this, an internal east
west green corridor could connect
Hill Rise to the valley and countryside
beyond.

There is an
opportunity to
enlarge and
improve the
existing play
and kick about
areas

Access will be from Manor Road (A44)
with potential for a secondary vehicle
access to Rosamund Drive in the
south.

Retain
landscape strip
and buffer to
the treed
valley and
northern site
edge

Provision of a new play area,
potentially enlarged together with
the relocation of the kick about area.
This should be kept close to the
existing provision to ensure it is easily
accessible to existing residents.

There is an opportunity for a gateway
building marking the new entry in
to Woodstock along Manor Road
A minor nodal point
would mark the change
in direction of the road
at the junction with
the public right of way
A key space would
anchor the point where
the enhanced community
facilities are located
linking the new and
existing residents

A marker building could help to
define the entrance to the scheme
and the northern approach to
Woodstock.
The convergence of the primary
street, public right of way and new
east west green corridor provide
the opportunity to create a focal
space that would accommodate the
relocated children’s play and kick
about areas.
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HILL RISE

EMERGING MASTER PLAN

3

1

Access from Manor Road (A44)

2

Entrance retains existing trees adjacent to the
road

3

Bespoke ‘gatehouse’ typology marker building
will anchor the entrance to the site and mark the
northern approach into Woodstock

4

Native species along northern boundary of the
site

5

Public right of way retained within a green
corridor adjacent to the primary street

6

East west green corridors offer glimpses down to
the valley as well as pedestrian and cycle access.
The corridors could also accommodate drainage
features

7

The existing kick-about area is retained with
potential for improvements

8

Enhanced and larger children’s play area

9

Access to Rosamund Drive - this would be limited
to pedestrian and cycle access only

10

Drainage feature will provide an opportunity to
create diverse habitats

11

The valley corridor will provide recreational
walking routes, habitat areas and potential for
drainage features

12

Pedestrian access from Hill Rise is retained

13

Carefully designed square could accommodate
bus turning

4
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Primary street illustration
Greenway adjacent to the street
will align with the existing public
right of way
View to
Woodstock
Parish church
is retained

Boundary
walls retain
sense of
enclosure

Standard response to
development edge
The section and plan demonstrate a
standard development response to an
interface with existing properties. this
would ordinarily comprise a 10m deep
back garden backing on to the existing
boundary

Hill Rise

Architecture will
help aid legibility
with corner
articulation

Hill Rise property interface

2.0
10.6

31.6

10.0

7.1

1.8

2.0
5.5

1.8

Proposed response to
development edge

Additional depth garden

10.2

Hill Rise

2.0

Developments back on to the existing
urban edge to create a secure boundary
that does not create a ‘dead zone’ with
limited surveillance from windows.

The section and plan highlight the
proposed approach to the Hill Rise
development edge. This will still back
on to properties to create a secure
boundary. However, a deeper rear
garden to the new properties, up to
20m, will ensure a significant distance
between the rear façades of the new and
existing dwellings.

2.0
2.0

Retained footpath adjacent to primary street

New children’s play area

10.2

10.6

31.6

20.0

7.1

1.8

5.5

SUDs and new habitats integrated into the
landscape structure
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HILL RISE

CONSULTATION RESPONSES
THE FOLLOWING SUMMARISES HOW THE DESIGN HAS RESPONDED TO
MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION IN PLANNING APPLICATIONS RAISED
BY THE COMMUNITY DURING COMMUNITY FIRST OXFORDSHIRE’S
EXTENSIVE CONSULTATION
Environment and climate change
Considerations
• Enable electric-car charging
points on new houses

Design response
• To be considered at the detail design stage

• Ensure very high energy
efficiency on new houses

• All buildings will meet current building regulations with opportunities to
exceed these standard to be explored at the detailed design stage

• Install appropriate renewable
energy heat and electricity
systems on new houses

• On plot renewable energy opportunities will be explored at the detail
design stage. Air source heat pumps, solar energy and sustainable
sourced materials amongst other systems will be considered

• Maximise the use of low-carbon • This will be explored at the detailed design stages, but this is consistent
building materials
with Blenheim’s legacy ethos
• Provide installations to
• On plot installations will be used alongside the provision of the extensive
preserve and encourage
green infrastructure that will be designed to increase biodiversity
wildlife, including bat and swift
boxes
• Establish wildlife corridors
through the site

• Numerous connected green corridors are included with the master plan
as part of a comprehensive green infrastructure framework

• Maximise appropriate planting • Carefully considered native tree and shrub planting will be included
of trees, plants, hedgerows etc.
throughout the site. Good quality and healthy trees will be retained
throughout the site

where possible. New hedgerows will be planted and existing ones
strengthened where appropriate.
• Set aside a small allotment area • Subject to assessing need
to help meet local demand

Amenities and services
Considerations
• Retain the play area in Hill
Rise at Rosamund Drive at its
current location

Design response
• The play space and kick-about area will be retained in their current
locations. These facilities will be improved and the play space expanded
to the north.

along Hill Rise

• Maximise the provision of
amenity green space

• A significant area of the site is given over to green infrastructure that will
include a variety of spaces, including children’s play, wildlife corridors,
improved kick-about area and informal recreation areas such as walking
and running trails

• Ensure housing design
responds to local architectural
styles

• The architectural treatment of buildings will be considered at the detailed
design stage. However, Blenheim Estate is keen to reflect and maintain
the character of Woodstock including through the architectural styles and
materials used on this site

• Minimise light pollution from
new footpaths etc. while
maintaining safety; consider
‘street-level’ lighting solutions

• The detail landscape design will consider lighting solutions and will
consider right response to balance light pollution and pedestrian safety

Foot and cycle paths and connectivity
Considerations

Design response
• Consider maintaining the
• The layout backs on to the properties at Hill Rise to create a secure
existing informal paths as
rear boundary to both new and existing properties, consistent with
a ‘buffer zone’ behind the
a traditional perimeter block. Deeper gardens will allow for a buffer
existing homes at Hill Rise to
between buildings. An east to west green corridor linking to the existing
minimize impact on views and
filed access will allow for direct access to the countryside and the
maintain connectivity between
community areas and the wider enhanced amenity areas from Hill Rise.
• Ensure connectivity by foot
and cycle-paths between the
new site and neighbouring
communities

• Extend foot and cycle paths
from Hill Rise site area to
Wootton to facilitate access
to countryside and Wootton
Primary School

Design response
• The layout does not allow vehicle access. Pedestrian and cycle
accessibility will remain to ensure permeability.

helping to determine the best solution

Public transport and parking
Design response

• Provide on-site bus stops
• Ensure off-street parking
provision is adequate to meet
the assessed future needs of
the development

• Ensure the layout of new
• The layout ensures that there is a suitable (significantly bigger than
housing has regard for existing
normal) buffer between the facades of the new and existing dwellings
housing, including views

• All existing public connections into the site will be retained and form part
of the pedestrian and cycle movement framework.

design speeds encouraging cycle use on road.

• Consider vehicular access to
• Both a roundabout and right turn junction arrangement are currently
the northern end of the site via
being considered with ongoing discussions with Oxford County Council
a roundabout

Considerations

Design response

• Retain, extend, and improve
• The existing public right of way will be retained and supported by an
foot and cycle paths in the site
internal network of footpath. The internal road network will have low
area

Site access
• No vehicular access from
Rosamund Drive to the new
site

Considerations

countryside

• Consider extending existing
• Subject to assessing need
play area to include a
dedicated grass sports pitch, in
line with local guidance

Considerations

Design and built environment

• Parking provision will as a minimal meet the requirements of the council’s
parking standards. Furthermore the site will aim to minimise the visual
impact of the car on the streetscene inline with Blenheim Estate’s own
aims.

• Although outside of the site and Blenheim’s land control the potential to
deliver this link is being explored.

Housing mix and affordability
Considerations

Design response

• Maximise the number of
affordable housing units

• It is proposed to meet the council’s affordable housing targets of 50% of
the total units numbers

• Undertake a town-wide
Housing Needs Survey
to provide a robust, up to
date evidence-base of local
affordable housing needs
which can guide the numbers
and mix of affordable housing
on the new site

• This process is underway

• Develop a nominations
• Blenheim Estate are happy to consider this in discussion with the local
agreement for housing
planning authority
allocations which helps meet
key worker affordable housing
needs

Wild flower planting will be included in the green corridors

Areas for social interaction

Swale corridors

Sustainable technologies

Views to Woodstock church

Play area extension and improvements
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BANBURY ROAD
CONCEPT

THE DESIGN RATIONALE AND CONCEPT PLAN HAVE BEEN INFORMED BY
THE SITE CHARACTERISTICS, COMMUNITY FEEDBACK AND CONSTRAINTS.

Concept
Central green space to
focus around the existing
ponds with further
biodiversity improvements
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Relaxing spaces and children’s
imaginative play areas will run
throughout the green corridor
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A variety of locally
appropriate building
materials will overlook
green spaces incorporating
SU Ds features

Topography

Edges
Open countryside edge is
an opportunity and should be
positively responded to

Positively
address
Banbury
Road

Consider
best approach
to create
sensitive edge
adjacent to
the cemetery

Consider the best way to
address rear boundary of existing
properties

The site has a variety of edges with
each needing a responsive design
solution. The northern boundary
overlooks the open countryside and
is an asset and opportunity to be
benefited from.
There is an opportunity adjacent
to Banbury Road to respond to the
established form and provide a
landscape set back (or deep front
gardens) and create a gateway to
Woodstock.
The southern and eastern
boundaries need careful
consideration and how development
interacts with the existing properties.

Views

The valley runs west to
east through the centre of
the site

Topography is a defining feature of
the site. A shallow but distinctive
valley runs east to west across the
site.
Utilising this as a positive feature
and incorporating it into the
proposals will aid legibility and the
character of the development.
Some steep parts of the site may
require a bespoke architectural
response

Steep topography may need
a bespoke architectural
response

Movement

Maximise the
opportunity for
attractive views
to the open
countryside

Consider the merits
of the views to
Woodstock Parish
Church from the
public right of way

The built form needs to
consider long distance views
with a responsive and quality
development edge required

There is an opportunity to
frame the view to the
Column of Victory anchoring
the scheme in its locality

Views both to and from the site
are of high importance. These will
help set the scheme in its setting
and help to create an attractive and
legible neighbourhood.
Key points include the treatment of
the northern edge of the site and its
impact on views from the north and
retention of place-making defining
views to the Column of Victory and
potential views to Woodstock Parish
Church.
Retention of view corridors
need to be balanced against the
place-making and townscape
considerations.

Landscape
Potential for additional
planting and or buffer
adjacent to the cemetery
and potentially area
of higher landscape
sensitivity
Where possible,
and appropriate,
trees and
hedgerows will
be retained

The existing ponds
will be retained and
enhanced

Utilise the existing
parking access
to the site from
Green Lane

New entrance from
Banbury Road would
serve the site from
the east

The public right of way crossing the
site will remain in-situ.
There is potential to connect Green
Lane with Banbury Road. This could
be for vehicles or only pedestrians
and cycles.
There are a number of other
potential vehicle, pedestrian and
cycle links to the site.

There are numerous minor
access points along Green
Lane, including the public
right of way

Alternative access
point - this could
be a pedestrian/
cycle access only

Building a townscape
Existing vegetation and ponds will
Retain and
be retained where possible.
strengthen the
existing hedgerow

These features will help link the
proposals to their locality and help to
create a maturity within the scheme.

Retain
landscape strip
and building set
back adjacent
to Banbury
Road

The bend in the
road and crossing
of the public
right of way
could become
a townscape
feature creating
a eastern nodal
point

There is an opportunity for a
gateway building marking the
new entry in to Woodstock
along Banbury Road

The central space,
focussed around the
retained ponds would be
the primary nodal point.
This could be framed by
a marker building

A sequence of nodal points utilising
the site feature and movement
framework will create a hierarchy
and legibility to the scheme.
Marker buildings, could mark the
Banbury Road gateway.

The convergence
of the two access
roads could be a
minor nodal and
arrival feature to
the scheme

BANBURY ROAD
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EMERGING MASTER PLAN

Cemetery
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Access from Banbury Road

2

Potential ‘gatehouse’ typology marker
building

3

Widening swale corridor also frames
views to the Column of Victory
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6

Development set back from Banbury
Road responds to the established
form

7

‘Farmhouse’ typology terminates the
primary street vista and will anchor
the central green space

Opportunity for bio-diverse rich green 8 The existing ponds are retained and
corridor with SUDs features
enhanced as a key feature of the
habitat rich environment
5 Courtyard typologies mimic those
found adjacent to Banbury Road
9 Children’s play area will be easily

10

Fragmented building form will soften
the northern development edge and
allow vistas through to the existing
tree lined ridge to the south of the
site

13

Formal sports provision would be
a community asset and would also
account for provision required
combined with the Hill Rise site.
(Based on Fields in Trust calculations).

11

Retained public right of way corridor
with landscaping either side

14

The western access utilises the
existing access to Green Lane

12

Potential for sports pavilion/
community building terminating
the views along the primary street
(subject to needs assessment)

15

Planting along the northern boundary
will soften the urban edge

4

accessible in the middle of the site

Central green corridor illustration
Mixed and
varied new
habitats
Informal
seating
areas

Courtyards

Recreational
walking routes
View to Column of
Victory
SUDs
features

Northern edge illustration
Architecture used to create visual
interest and use materials and
design cues from Woodstock
village

Natural surveillance
over the green corridor
Enclosure
retained by
boundary walls

Boundary

walls retain
sense of
enclosure

Breaks in the built
form will allow
views beyond the
development

Primary road - reflection of an estate style road

New native tree
planting will act as
a foil to the built
form

Fragmented urban edge and farmhouse
marker building
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BANBURY ROAD

CONSULTATION RESPONSES
THE FOLLOWING SUMMARISES HOW THE DESIGN HAS RESPONDED TO
MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION IN PLANNING APPLICATIONS RAISED
BY THE COMMUNITY DURING COMMUNITY FIRST OXFORDSHIRE’S
EXTENSIVE CONSULTATION
Environment and climate change
Considerations

Design response
• To be considered at the detail design stage

• Enable electric-car charging
points on new houses
• Ensure very high energy
efficiency on new houses

• All buildings will meet current building regulations with opportunities to
exceed these standard to be explored at the detailed design stage

• Install appropriate renewable
energy heat and electricity
systems on new houses

• On plot renewable energy opportunities will be explored at the detail
design stage. Air source heat pumps, solar energy and sustainable
sourced materials amongst other systems will be considered
• This will be explored at the detailed design stages, but this is consistent
with Blenheim’s legacy ethos

• Maximise the use of lowcarbon building materials

• Provide installations to
• On plot installations will be used alongside the provision of the extensive
preserve and encourage
green infrastructure that will be designed to increase biodiversity
wildlife, including bat and swift
boxes

• Numerous connected green corridors are included with the master plan
as part of a comprehensive green infrastructure framework

• Establish wildlife corridors
through the site

Design and built environment
Considerations

Design response
• Ensure the layout of new
• The layout ensures that there is a suitable (significantly bigger than
housing has regard for existing
normal) buffer between the facades of the new and existing dwellings
housing, including views
along Banbury Road.
• Maximise the provision of
amenity green space

• A significant area of the site is given over to green infrastructure that will
include a variety of spaces, including children’s play, wildlife corridors,
improved kick-about area and informal recreation areas such as walking
and running trails

• Ensure housing design
responds to local architectural
styles

• The architectural treatment of buildings will be considered at the detailed
design stage. However, Blenheim Estate is keen to reflect and maintain
the character of Woodstock including through the architectural styles and
materials used on this site

• Minimise light pollution from
new footpaths etc. while
maintaining safety; consider
‘street-level’ lighting solutions

• The detail landscape design will consider lighting solutions and will
consider right response to balance light pollution and pedestrian safety

• Avoid over concentration of
• The layout seeks to evenly distribute development across the site and
development to the east of the
integrate this with a comprehensive green network
site

• Maximise appropriate planting • Carefully considered native tree and shrub planting will be included
of trees, plants, hedgerows etc.
throughout the site. Good quality and healthy trees will be retained
throughout the site

where possible. New hedgerows will be planted and existing ones
strengthened where appropriate.

• Subject to assessing need

• Explore extension of existing
allotment site to help meet
existing local demand

Amenities and services
Considerations

Design response
• Provide play space for children • The extended play space will meet the requirements of the council’s open
and young people in line with
space standards
local guidance

• Provide grass pitches in line
with local guidance

Site Access
Considerations

Design response
• Main vehicular site access from • The primary access will be from Banbury Road with a couple of options of
Banbury Road
location being considered. A secondary access from Green Lane is also
being considered
• Ensure site access avoids, or
• The existing stone wall is an important feature and will be retained. The
minimizes the impact to, the
only exception will be is a break in the wall is required for the site access
existing stone wall on Banbury
and appropriate site lines.
Road

Public transport and parking
Considerations
• Ensure off-street parking
provision is adequate to meet
the assessed future needs of
the development

Design response
• Parking provision will as a minimal meet the requirements of the council’s
parking standards. Furthermore the site will aim to minimise the visual
impact of the car on the streetscene in line with Blenheim Estate’s own
aims.

Foot and cycle paths and connectivity
Considerations

Design response
• Retain, extend and improve
• The existing public right of way will be retained and supported by an
foot and cycle paths in the site
internal network of footpath. The internal road network will have low
area
design speeds encouraging cycle use on road.
• Ensure connectivity by foot
and cycle-paths between the
new site and neighbouring
communities

• This is being considered as part of Blenheim’s wider considerations
across Woodstock. It is likely that the requirement needed from the Hill
Rise and Banbury Road sites will be combined to provide a larger single
facility. The location and final need will be determined in discussion with
the council

Housing mix and affordability
Considerations

Design response

• Maximise the number of
affordable housing units

• It is proposed to meet the council’s affordable housing targets of 50% of
the total units numbers

• Undertake a town-wide
Housing Needs Survey
to provide a robust, up to
date evidence-base of local
affordable housing needs
which can guide the numbers
and mix of affordable housing
on the new site

• This process is underway

• Develop a nominations
• Blenheim Estate is happy to consider this in discussion with the local
agreement for housing
planning authority
allocations which helps meet
key worker affordable housing
needs

• Existing links pedestrian links between the site and existing urban area
will be utilised to maximise connectivity. Off-site improvements will be
considered together with the district council and town council.

Housing for all

Responsive design and use of materials

Attractive environment

Habitat spaces and creation

Children’s play areas

Retention of the existing stone wall
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NEXT STEPS
MASTER PLAN DEVELOPMENT

Following this exhibition your views
will be used to better understand
the issues which will inform the
design.

Anticipated time line of events

The design team will continue
to evolve the master plan, in
consultation with West Oxfordshire
District Council, and explore a host
of issues.
The final design for the sites will be
presented at another consultation
event anticipated to be in early
2020.

15/16 November 2019
Emerging proposals consultation
January 2020
Master plan consultation
January / February 2020
Hybrid planning application submission
May / June 2020
Planning permission granted
Late summer 2020
Construction starts
Mid 2021
First occupation

Further events and the outline planning application
The next consultation
on the master plan
will take place in
early 2020, on a date
to be announced. A
hybrid (part outline
part detailed) planning
application will then be
submitted.

The planning authority (West
Oxfordshire District Council)
will seek the public’s comments
on the application in line with
normal practice. There will be
another opportunity to comment
on the proposals at this stage.

Once outline permission is
achieved there will be further
applications for the remaining
areas of the site for detailed
approval of the new homes
and other facilities (known as
‘reserved matters’ applications).
The planning authority will also
consult on these applications.

Stay in touch
Thank you for attending this exhibition, we hope you have found it informative. Please let us have your thoughts on the comments sheets provided and
if you would like the opportunity to be involved in any future events please
leave your contact details
Review proposals at

https://www.communityfirstoxon.org/woodstock-community-plan/

